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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand what Dynamo is, How it works, and what it can do for you with FAB
Parts in REVIT
Learn how to use nodes to search for FAB Parts and understand what you are
looking at
Create a Dynamo Script to write a specific parameter to a specific list of FAB Parts
Explore some additional Dynamo examples that work with FAB Parts, showing how
useful it can be and how it can increase productivity

Description
This class will introduce Fabrication users to Dynamo, a possible solution for Fabrication
scripting users in the REVIT environment. We will cover some of the basics of how Dynamo
works, how to set it up for multiple users in an organization and the basics of filtering for parts.
We will make changes to these parts, like adding parameters, which now makes them
schedulable. At the end of this class, we will look at additional possibilities for Dynamo, which
should give users reasons to explore it in more detail.

Speaker(s)
Kevin Allen
Director of BIM and Productivity
Kevin is currently employed at Comfort Systems USA (CSUSA)—a premier mechanical systems
installation and service provider with annual revenue of $1.7 billion—as Director of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) and Productivity. CSUSA is a national organization with over 8,000
employees and 45 operating companies (some being service only). Currently 26 of these
locations utilize virtual design and construction (VDC), with 10 sheet metal fabrication shops,
numerous pipe and plumbing shops, and 205 employees utilizing the Fabrication software
products on a single database. Kevin is responsible for implementing, training, and advising on
best practices for these companies, developing standards within the organization, and providing
technology recommendations for the future, along with numerous other tasks.
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William Tucker
BIM Trainer and Product Specialist
Comfort Systems USA
William Tucker is currently working at Comfort Systems USA, a Premier Mechanical Systems
Installation and Service provider, as BIM Trainer and Product Specialist. CSUSA is a national
organization with 8,000 employees. CSUSA has one Autodesk Fabrication National Database
that is shared with 26 companies, 10 Sheet Metal Fabrication Shops and 205 users. William is
responsible for implementing, training, and advising on best practices for these companies,
developing standards within the organization, and providing technology recommendations for
the future. In the past, William has trained and Implemented Autodesk Fabrication CADmep,
ESTmep, and CAMduct as well as utilized it as a 3D detailing and coordination package.
William has been using Autodesk Products for 30 years. William enjoys helping others utilize the
software to its fullest extent.
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Understand what Dynamo is, how it works, and what it
can do for you with FAB Parts in REVIT
Dynamo is an open source software platform for computational design and Building Information
Modeling(BIM) that is FREE from Autodesk. Through a friendly visual interface, construct logic
routines to smooth and automate workflows, find optimum solutions and sift thru design options.
You can learn more yourself at www.dynamobim.org

What is Dynamo?
Dynamo basically performs two tasks for the user. It creates geometry with parametric
relationships and reads/writes to external databases. Keep in mind REVIT is a database with
parametric geometry. Dynamo gives every user of REVIT the ability to access the API and
perform simple tasks that could not be done in the past without writing an addon or a macro
using .net language.
How is this important for us? We gain access to information(the database) that previously was
not accessible by the UI(user interface) of REVIT.

How does Dynamo work?
Dynamo works by connecting “nodes” with “wires” instead of typing out text in C# or .net
programming language. It allows any REVIT user the ability to create custom simple routines
that increase productivity throughout the organization and prevents the need to hire an outside
programmer/developer who understands the API

What can Dynamo do with FAB Parts in REVIT?

Read from the Fabrication Database and write to Project Parameters
This is likely the single most important part of Dynamo. Reading the “database” and
more importantly the FAB Parts themselves, and giving the user the ability to “expose”
data that was hidden in the past.
One example of this is Service Type. If you are a seasoned Fabrication Database user,
you can understand how crippling it is by not having access to this data field. Imagine
trying to build a report with the “report builder” and not have access to Service Type. It
would be incredibly difficult, if even possible at all, to get the report filtered properly
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without it. Dynamo to the rescue! I’ll show an example graph of how this works later in
this article.

Learn how to use nodes to search for FAB Parts and
Understand what you are looking at
Select Element or Select Model Elements
These are two separate nodes which allow the selection of REVIT Elements. This will allow you
to select anything from a project. I use this when testing out a script to make sure the logic is
working properly on one, then I move to two objects with Select Model Elements

Select by Element Type
Element Type is how REVIT defines certain elements within the model. You can choose
Fabrication Part as shown here. This returns all elements within the project that are of the type
selected.

Select by Category
Element Category is another way REVIT breaks down elements. In this case, you can filter for
just ductwork, pipework, or hangers but also get more specific as you can see by this node. I
use this when I only want to work with duct work within the model.
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Here is an example of Select Element Model and Element.Parameters Node
This will show you all the data about a Fabrication Part that is exposed to the user thru the
Dynamo. As you can see there are tons of data fields(94 in this case), that you have access to.
Some of these will be shown on the properties pallet already, some within schedules, but
certainly not all of them. You have the ability to write any of these parameters to a Project
Parameter that can then be scheduled.

Create a Dynamo Script to write a specific parameter
to a specific list of FAB Parts
In this example we will use a node from DynaFabrication2018 Package to write Service Type to
a Project Parameter called FP_Service Type. To start Dynamo, go to Manage tab in REVIT and
click Dynamo button. You will need to download this package if you don’t already have it. You
can go to Manage>Search for Packages and in the dialog box, type Dynafab in the search and
you will get this.
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Click the arrow to the left and it will install automatically.
If you don’t already have a Project Parameter you prefer to use to write data into, you will need
to create that first. I suggest you attend AU FAB124262 FAB Parts in REVIT: Where is my
Data, Thursday 3:45pm? This class goes thru in detail how to create Shared Parameters.
Now we need to start a new Dynamo graph, so click new when you start Dynamo. In the search
bar at the top, type in Select Model Element. You will get the node I showed earlier. Left click
and drag onto the canvas.

Do the same for Part Service Type and Element.SetParameterByName and drag them onto
your canvas. Connect the wire from Select Model Element to Part Service Type node as shown
below. Also connect from Service Type to Value on the Element.SetParamaterByName Node.
We are only missing a few pieces now. To get the Code Block, double click on the screen. It
will appear for you. Add “FP_Service Type” then click onto the canvas. It will add the
semicolon and the arrow for you. Connect this to the parameter name. Your Select Model
Element should be yellow at this time because you have not selected anything. Select one
piece of ductwork or one piece of pipe in your model. You should see that now when you click
on it, you have a Service Type parameter you can use for schedules and creating filters for
views.
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I suggest setting the option at the bottom of Dynamo from Automatic to Manual as you are
working on this graph.

We did this for one element and we see it works. Now we can change to doing it for multiple
Fabrication Parts. You could add the Select Model Elements node if you want to select which
Fab Parts you want to have the Service Type parameter populated, or you can use the Element
Type node, Select Fabrication Part, and use the All Elements of Type node to get the entire
project. Click Run after you make this change. Now click on any FAB Part within the model and
you will see that FP_Service Type has the proper information filled out.
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Here we are adding another parameter FP_Item CID. In this case we need another node which
converts the CID to

You can keep adding as many nodes as you want here that search for the parameter you are
looking for and push it into a Project Parameter you have setup.

Here is another example Dynamo graph that get the FAB Part Specification, but we do a little
more work here to get the proper values we want.

If you look at the Element.GetParameterValueByName node on the top(shown below), we only
have a number 1, which in reality is the index number of the Specification. What I really want is
the “value” of that index, so I use another node by Lunchbox(another package to download) that
return the value of index 1. You can see this on the left at the bottom. The value it returns is
Piping Materials: BD-Piping. I need to use another node Flatten to get the values in a single list
instead of a subset of a list. You can tell this by viewing the results of node Lunchbox Get
Parameter Value. See there is a list, the a “0” and then the actual list. This means there are
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subsets of the original list, which I don’t need. I use the Flatten node to get it into one list
instead of having subsets.

Now I don’t really need all of that text for my specification, especially on ductwork, so I want to
split the string at the “:” which gives me two values. Index 0 is the first part of the string and
Index 1 is the second part of the string. All I really want to add into my Project Parameter is
Index 1, so I use another node Get from Sublists using One Index which only returns the values
I want to push into the parameter. Now I’m ready to use Element.SetParameterValueByName
and run it.
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As you can see, Dynamo is user friendly for even a novice like myself.
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Now we will explore some additional Dynamo
examples that work with and without FAB parts,
showing how useful it can be and how it can increase
productivity.
Here is a script that updates parameters for FP_Material, FP_Item CID, FP_Bought Out,
FP_Service Type, FP_Specification all at one time.
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Here is another script that will apply Scope Boxes to Views. This is important to make
sure you crop your views the same from floor to floor. Name your Scope Boxes properly
because this will apply the Scope Box name to the views.
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